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ABSTRACT

Splicing of introns from mRNA precursors is a two-step reaction performed by the spliceosome, an immense cellular machine
consisting of over 200 different proteins and five small RNAs (snRNAs). We previously demonstrated that fragments of two of
these RNAs, U6 and U2, can catalyze by themselves a splicing-related reaction, involving one of the two substrates of the first
step of splicing, the branch site substrate. Here we show that these same RNAs can catalyze a reaction between RNA sequences
that resemble the 59 splice site and the branch site, the two reactants of the first step of splicing. The reaction is dependent on
the sequence of the 59 splice site consensus sequence and the catalytically essential domains of U6, and thus it resembles the
authentic splicing reaction. Our results demonstrate the ability of protein-free snRNAs to recognize the sequences involved in
the first splicing step and to perform splicing-related catalysis between these two pre-mRNA-like substrates.
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INTRODUCTION

Splicing of mRNA precursors is not only an essential and
nearly ubiquitous step in eukaryotic gene expression, but it
is also an important mechanism for generation of proteo-
mic diversity and regulation of cellular function. There are
numerous examples where splicing and its regulation play
key roles in cell growth control, differentiation, and disease.
Given the complexity and crucial role of splicing, it is not
surprising that the spliceosome, the multimegadalton ribo-
nucleoprotein complex that performs splicing, is the largest
and most complicated cellular machine known, comprising
over 200 proteins and five RNA molecules, the snRNAs
(Rappsilber et al. 2002; Zhou et al. 2002; Will and
Luhrmann 2006).

Considerable data points to the existence of an extensive
network of RNA–RNA and RNA–protein interactions in
the spliceosome (for review, see Moore et al. 1993; Nilsen
1998; Brow 2002). Through these interactions, the bound-
aries between the intervening sequences (introns) and the
coding regions (exons), termed the 59 and 39 splice sites,

and a conserved region of the intron close to the 39 splice
site, called the branch site, are recognized in a number
of steps. Through a number of conformational rearrange-
ments, the active site of the spliceosome is formed and the
59 and 39 splice sites and the branch site are positioned for
catalysis of the first step of splicing. Of the five spliceosomal
snRNAs, U1 and U4 leave the spliceosome during the assem-
bly process, and U5 snRNA is largely dispensable for at least
the first step of splicing in vitro (O’Keefe et al. 1996;
Segault et al. 1999). Thus, U2 and U6 snRNAs are the only
spliceosomal RNAs that are absolutely required for both
steps of splicing. In the catalytically active spliceosome,
U2 snRNA is base-paired to the branch site, and U6 snRNA
coordinates the 59 splice site in part by base pairing to this
region. At the same time, U2 and U6 are extensively base-
paired to each other through three helices (Fig. 1). The
base-paired U6/U2 complex not only helps to juxtapose the
59 splice site and the branch site, it also likely provides a
scaffold for the assembly of the other active site factors.

Splicing proceeds through two transesterification reac-
tions. For the first step of splicing, the 29OH group of a
conserved adenosine in the branch site makes a nucleophilic
attack on the phosphodiester bond at the 59 splice site, re-
sulting in the formation of a branched (lariat) intron and
release of the 59 exon. During the second step, the 39 OH
group of the released first exon is activated to attack the
39 splice site, resulting in ligation of exons and release of the
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lariat intron. Extensive mechanistic and structural similar-
ities between self-splicing group II introns and the spliceo-
somal snRNAs have suggested that the spliceosome,
similarly, might be an RNA enzyme, and domain-swapping
experiments have indicated that a number of structural
elements in snRNAs and group II introns are functionally
interchangeable (Hetzer et al. 1997; Shukla and Padgett
2002). Since U2 and U6 snRNAs are the only spliceosomal
RNAs required for both steps of splicing, if the splicing
reactions are indeed RNA-catalyzed, then these two snRNAs
should form the catalytic active site of the spliceosome
(Collins and Guthrie 2000; Valadkhan and Manley 2002).
Consistent with having a crucial role in splicing catalysis,
both U6 and U2 snRNAs are highly conserved, and
mutagenesis and cross-linking studies have not only proved
the physical proximity between two invariant domains in
U6, the ACAGAGA box and the AGC triad (Nilsen 1998),
and the 59 and 39 splice sites but have also indicated a
crucial role for these domains in splicing catalysis (Nilsen
1998; Rhode et al. 2006). However, direct proof for RNA
catalysis in the spliceosome has been lacking.

We previously showed that a protein-free, in vitro assem-
bled complex containing the central domains of human U2
and U6 snRNAs can recognize and bind a short RNA oli-
gonucleotide that resembled the intron branch site. Under
appropriate conditions, the U6/U2 complex catalyzed a reac-
tion between the branch site adenosine and the backbone of
U6, resulting in formation of an X-shaped, branched RNA
species (Valadkhan and Manley 2000, 2001, 2003). Further
characterization of this reaction, including ionic require-
ments and an important role for conserved sequence ele-

ments, revealed intriguing similarities to the first step of
splicing. However, the chemistry of the reaction was dif-
ferent, and the 59 splice site substrate was absent in this
reaction. Thus, although the spliceosomal snRNAs showed
splicing-related catalytic activity, their ability to perform
the authentic splicing reaction remained uncertain. Specif-
ically, it was not clear if the complex formed by U6 and U2
could recognize and position the other substrate of the first
step of splicing, the 59 splice site, in the active site in such a
way that would allow a transesterification reaction between
the branch site substrate and the 59 splice site to occur.

Here we describe a novel U6/U2-catalyzed reaction be-
tween an RNA sequence containing the 59 splice site con-
sensus (59SS) and the branch site substrate oligonucleotide.
For this reaction, an RNA containing the 59SS linked to the
59 end of U6 snRNA via a short RNA hairpin was designed
to help recruit and orient the 59SS toward the catalytically
important ACAGAGA domain of U6. This reaction, similar
to the previously described U6/U2-catalyzed reaction, is
dependent on the presence of Mg2+ in the buffer and on
the ACAGAGA and AGC domains in U6 and, importantly,
shows a strict dependence on the sequence of the 59SS
substrate. Similar to the removal of the 59 exon during the
first step of splicing, the 59 end of the 59SS is removed
during this reaction, further strengthening the similarities
between this reaction and the authentic first step of splicing.

RESULTS

To examine further the potential of U6 and U2 snRNAs for
performing catalysis in the spliceosome, we first set out to
determine if these two snRNAs are capable of simulta-
neously binding the two regions in pre-mRNA that are
involved in the first step of splicing: the branch site and the
59 splice site consensus sequences. To this end, we used in
vitro transcribed RNAs consisting of the central domains of
human U6 (nucleotides 37–99) and U2 (nucleotides 1–44).
Two short RNA oligonucleotides, one containing the con-
sensus branch site (Br) and the other the 59SS, were used
as substrates. Incubation of these two RNAs with the pre-
formed U2/U6 complex followed by analysis on non-
denaturing gels indicated that, although Br efficiently
bound the U6/U2 complex, both in the presence and
absence of 59SS, the 59SS RNA did not stably interact with
the U6/U2 complex under all conditions tested (data not
shown). Analysis of the RNAs on denaturing gels indicated
that no 59SS-dependent products were formed, although
the previously described Br-dependent product, RNA X
(Valadkhan and Manley 2001), was present (data not shown).

While the branch site consensus sequence in both yeast
and mammalian systems is capable of forming 4–7 base
pairs (bp) with U2, the sequence complementarity between
the 59SS and the domain in U6 with which it interacts,
the ACAGAGA box, is very limited. It is likely that in the
authentic spliceosome, tertiary interactions with other

FIGURE 1. U6/U2 base-paired complex and splicing substrates. The
splicing substrates are shown in bold letters. Base-pairing interactions
between Br and U2 and the bulged A are shown. SS is covalently
attached to the 59 end of U6 via a linker sequence and a hairpin
(nt 11–25 of the bold region of SS-U6). The positions of the U6
intramolecular stem–loop and U6/U2 helices I, II, and III are shown.
The highlighted areas mark the invariant domains of U6. The
numbering of the U6 part of SS-U6 and U2 refers to human
numbering. Base-pairing interactions are shown by black bars. The
mutually exclusive base-pairing interactions shown between U6, U2,
and SS in helix III region do not form concurrently.
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RNA/protein factors play a major role in the binding and
positioning of the 59 splice site sequence. In an effort to
compensate for the lack of such stabilizing interactions in our
system, we covalently attached the 59SS to the 59 end of U6
by a linker sequence containing a hyperstable hairpin loop
(Varani 1995) in such a way that the 59 splice site would be
positioned in the vicinity of the catalytically important
ACAGAGA domain of U6 (Fig. 1). A number of such
RNAs that differed in the length of the linker region and
the exact sequence surrounding the 59 splice site were
synthesized.

We next tested the above U2/U6 complexes formed with
these chimeric constructs (SS-U6) for catalytic activity after
the addition of 32P-labeled Br. Interestingly, after 24 h of
incubation at room temperature in the presence of MgCl2,
a novel RNA species was formed in reactions containing
one of the SS-U6 constructs (Fig. 2A). The new RNA,
which we named RNA Y, was resistant to denaturation at
85°C in 10 M urea and 20 mM EDTA and was dependent
on the presence of both U2 and SS-U6 for its formation
(Fig. 2A). RNA Y accumulated to z0.2% of the input after

15 h, with an apparent reaction rate of 0.3/h (Fig. 2B).
Increasing the concentration of Br and SS-U6 from 0.001
to 5 mM and from 0.05 to 5 mM, respectively, showed
an initial linear concentration dependence followed by a
plateau (Fig. 2C,D). Incubation of RNA Y formation reac-
tions in the dark or replacing Tris with HEPES in reaction
buffer did not alter the efficiency of the reaction, ruling out
the possibility that RNA Y is a photo-cross-linked product
or a Tris adduct (data not shown). To ensure that the low
yield of reaction reflects the intrinsic folding and catalytic
properties of the RNAs, and not depletion of a rare subset
of SS-U6/U2 or Br that contains a certain unknown chem-
ical or sequence modification, we purified unreacted Br and
SS-U6/U2s from RNA Y formation reactions and reused
them in new reactions. The yield of RNA Y in these reac-
tions was identical to reactions with previously unreacted
substrates (data not shown).

To investigate the chemical nature of the linkage in
RNA Y, and to define its relationship to the previously
characterized RNA X, we determined the effect of acid
or alkali pH on purified RNA Y. Incubation of RNA Y at

FIGURE 2. Characterization of RNA Y formation. (A) Requirements for RNA Y formation. Position of RNA Y and Br is shown to the right. The
reactions in lanes marked ‘‘�U2’’ and ‘‘�U6’’ lack U2 and U6, respectively. Lane marked ‘‘�hairpin’’ contains a SS-U6 in which the hyperstable
hairpin structure linking SS to U6 is replaced by a random sequence. Lane marked ‘‘Ctrl’’ contains a typical RNA Y formation reaction. (B) Time
course of RNA Y formation. (C) Dependence of RNA Y formation on Br concentration. (D) Dependence of RNA Y formation on the
concentration of SS-U6. (E) Effect of alkaline and acidic pH on formed RNA Y. Locations of RNA Y and Br are shown to the right. The pH of
the buffer used is shown on top. The amount of RNA Y in each lane is shown in the graph at the bottom of the gel.
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pH 1.0 or pH 12 at 37°C did not result in significant
separation of Br and SS-U6, although this treatment
resulted in a reduction in the amount of RNA Y due to
phosphodiester bond cleavage (Fig. 2E). This indicates that,
unlike the case in RNA X, where the linkage was z100
times more sensitive than a phosphodiester bond when
treated with alkali under similar conditions (Valadkhan
and Manley 2003), the linkage between SS-U6 and Br in
RNA Y does not exhibit a higher acid or alkali sensitivity
than a normal phosphodiester bond. The results also show
that the chemistry of RNA Y formation is distinct from that
of RNA X and also rule out a number of possible chemical
linkages between the two, including for example several
involving nucleobases (Shabarova and Bogdanov 1994).

Requirements of RNA Y formation
We next wished to determine if RNA Y formation is
dependent on the 59 splice site sequence in SS-U6. We first
tested the effect of truncation mutations that removed
nucleotides 1–4 or 2–6 of SS-U6 (del 1–4 and del 2–6
mutants; Fig. 3A, lanes 1 and 2). Interestingly, neither of
the mutants formed RNA Y, even after extended incuba-
tion (Fig. 3A). To examine further the effect of specific
mutations in the 59 splice site domain of SS-U6 on RNA Y
formation, we tested a number of point mutations in this
region (Fig. 3B). Strikingly, almost all these mutations were
incompatible with formation of RNA Y, underlining the
crucial role of this domain in the reaction. Replacing the
hyperstable stem–loop connecting the 59SS to the 59 end of

FIGURE 3. Sequence and ionic requirements for RNA Y formation. (A) Requirement of SS for RNA Y formation. The position of RNA Y and
unreacted Br is shown to the right (Wt, wild type). (B) Effect of point mutations in SS on RNA Y formation (wt, wild type). Values represent the
average of at least three independent experiments. The diagram illustrates the potential base-pairing interactions between SS and ACAGAGA in
SS-U6. (C) Cationic requirement for RNA Y formation. Position of RNA Y and unreacted Br is shown to the side of gel panels. Identity and
concentration of the sole cation used in the reaction are shown above each lane. Lane labeled ‘‘MgCl2+EDTA+Co(NH3)6’’ was initially folded in
60 mM MgCl2 and later received 0.5 M NaCl, 5 mM Co(NH3)6, and 40 mM EDTA. (D) Effect of mutations in U6 on RNA Y formation (wt, wild
type). Values represent the average of three independent experiments. (E) Mutational study of the role of ACAGAGA in RNA Y formation.
Position of RNA Y is shown to the right. RNA species used in each reaction is shown above each lane (Ctrl, control).
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U6 with a random sequence resulted in complete inhibition
of RNA Y formation (Fig. 2A,�hairpin). In addition, chang-
ing the length of the linker sequence by deletion of three
nucleotides (nucleotides 12–14 of the SS sequence) resulted
in a block to RNA Y formation (data not shown). In con-
trast, mutations in the helix I region of U6 that changed the
identity of the bases while keeping base pairing intact did
not affect the efficiency of the reaction (Fig. 3D). Thus, not
only the sequence of the 59 splice site domain but also the
correct positioning of this sequence in relationship to U6 is
required for RNA Y formation.

We next tested the effects of various cations on RNA Y
formation. Increasing the concentration of MgCl2 from
20 to 100 mM resulted in a fourfold increase in RNA Y
formation (Fig. 3C, lanes 2–6). RNA Y did not form in the
presence of 40 mM cobalt hexamine, a Mg2+ mimic that
can perform most of the structural but not the catalytic
roles of Mg2+ (Cowan 1993), as the sole cation, or in
buffers containing various ratios of cobalt hexammine and
NaCl (Fig. 3C, lane 12; data not shown). Monovalent
cations NaCl, KCl, and LiCl at molar concentrations were
not active in promoting RNA Y formation (Fig. 3C, lane 1
and data not shown). Replacing Mg2+ with up to 120 mM
Ca2+ also did not result in RNA Y formation, although
addition of Mg2+ to reactions initially set-up with Ca2+ as
the sole cation did result in formation of RNA Y (Fig. 3C,
lanes 7, 9, and 10 and data not shown). Thus, RNA Y for-
mation, similar to authentic splicing, requires Mg2+ ions.
In an attempt to replace Mg2+ with cobalt hexammine in
prefolded SS-U6/U2 complexes, we performed the initial
assembly and folding of the RNAs in a Mg2+-containing
buffer, followed by addition of 0.5 M NaCl, 5 mM cobalt
hexammine, and 40 mM EDTA (final concentrations). We
reasoned that this treatment should result in replacement
of Mg2+ with Na+ and cobalt hexammine in the catalyti-
cally competent SS-U6/U2 complexes without significant
structural perturbation. However, RNA
Y formation was undetectable in these
reactions, indicating that inner-sphere
coordination of Mg2+, likely in a catalytic
role, was required for the reaction (Fig.
3C, lane 11).

We also investigated the sequence
requirements in U6 RNA for RNA Y
formation. Point mutations in the
CAGAG nucleotides of the essential
ACAGAG box (Fabrizio and Abelson
1990; Madhani et al. 1990; Datta and
Weiner 1993; Wolff et al. 1994; Sun and
Manley 1995; McPheeters 1996) were
incompatible with RNA Y formation
(Fig. 3D,E). In contrast, mutations out-
side of this domain, such as A47U or
UU50–51CC, did not significantly affect
the reaction. Thus, similar to authentic

splicing, RNA Y formation is dependent on the conserved
ACAGAG domain of U6. Mutations in the AGC triad
similarly significantly reduced RNA Y formation (Fig. 3D;
data not shown), further strengthening the similarity
between authentic splicing and RNA Y formation. To
determine if the requirement for the ACAGAGA sequence
stems from its potential for base pairing with SS, we tested
a double mutant of SS-U6 containing a G to C mutation in
SS at position 9 and a C to G mutation in position 42 of U6
(ACAGAGA), which restores the base-pairing potential
between SS and U6 at this position. Either of the point
mutations by itself was incompatible with RNA Y forma-
tion (Fig. 3D,E). The double mutant was also inactive, and
a third mutation at position 36 of U2 (G36 to C), which
restores the base-pairing potential between U6 nucleotide
42 and U2 nucleotide 36, did not rescue the activity (Fig. 3E
and data not shown). Thus, the nucleotides at the critical
ACAGAGA region of U6 are required for RNA Y formation
for reasons beyond their potential ability to base-pair with SS.

A U to G mutation at position U74, which has been
shown to provide the binding site for a functionally impor-
tant metal ion in the authentic spliceosome (Yean et al.
2000), also resulted in significant reduction in RNA Y pro-
duction, while the other point mutations at this position
had no effect (Fig. 3D). This could result from the ability of
a G at position 74 to form a base pair with C61, resulting in
A73 being bulged out of the duplex, which in turn would
disturb the local geometry of the U6 intramolecular stem–
loop. Interestingly, mutation of U74 to G in the authentic
spliceosome results in a block to splicing in vitro and le-
thality in vivo, while, at least in yeast, other point muta-
tions at this position have no effect (Madhani et al. 1990;
McPheeters 1996; Sun and Manley 1997).

We also determined the effect of alterations of Br on
RNA Y formation. Removal of the first three nucleotides of
Br (Br del 1–3) blocked RNA Y formation (Fig. 4A, lane 1).

FIGURE 4. Br requirements in RNA Y formation. (A) Effect of changing the length of Br on
RNA Y formation. The positions of RNA Y made with wild type (wt) and a Br species that has
26 extra nucleotides added to the 59 end (Br+26) is marked by arrows. Location of unreacted
Br is indicated. (B) Effect of blocking the base-pairing interaction between Br and U2 on RNA
Y formation. Positions of RNA Y and unreacted Br are indicated to the right (Ctrl, control).
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Addition of extra nucleotides at the 59 or 39 end, though,
did not prevent RNA Y formation, although significantly,
products made with these larger Br species migrated as
larger RNAs (e.g., Fig. 4A, lane 4). Importantly, a DNA
version of Br was inactive in RNA Y formation (data not
shown), indicating the requirement for one or more 29OH.

We next asked if binding of Br to the branch binding
domain of U2 is required for RNA Y formation. To test
this, we used short DNA oligonucleotides that were
complementary to the branch-binding domain of U2
(nucleotides 29–38) to block the ability of Br to bind U2.
In the presence of the blocking oligo, RNA Y formation was
significantly reduced (Fig. 4B, lane 2). Addition of a DNA
oligonucleotide complementary to nucleotides 3–14 of Br
resulted in a similar decrease in RNA Y formation (Fig. 4B,
lane 1). To ensure that inhibition was not due to a
nonspecific effect caused by the addition of the comple-
mentary DNA oligos, we used a Br species containing a
12-nucleotide (nt) addition at its 59 end (Br+12). DNA
oligonucleotides that were complementary to the first 9 nt
of Br+12 (a Br 1–9), which are upstream of the U2-binding
region, did not affect RNA Y formation with Br+12 (Fig. 4B,
cf. lanes 4 and 5).

Characterization of RNA Y

We next wished to determine the RNA composition of
RNA Y. Br, SS-U6, and U2 were labeled at either the 39 or
59 end and used individually in RNA Y formation reactions.
Use of 39- or 59-labeled U2 did not result in the formation
of a labeled RNA Y (data not shown), indicating that,
although U2 is required for RNA Y formation, it is not
present in RNA Y. Labels at either end of Br appeared in

RNA Y (Fig. 5A), proving the presence of full-length Br.
Similarly, reactions performed with 39-labeled SS-U6
resulted in labeling of RNA Y (Fig. 5B). However, 59-end
labeled SS-U6 did not form a labeled product (Fig. 5B).
This could result from one of two possibilities: either 59

labeled SS-U6 was unable to form RNA Y, or part of the 59

end of SS-U6, which carries the 59 splice site domain, was
removed during the formation of RNA Y. To distinguish
between these two possibilities, we excised the region of
the gel that corresponded to the expected location of
RNA Y (region marked by bracket in Fig. 5B) and, after
elution, relabeled any RNA in the eluate at the 39 end and
electrophoresed it on another gel along with an RNA Y
control. Significantly, a band corresponding to RNA Y
was visualized (Fig. 5C), proving that RNA Y was
indeed formed with 59-labeled SS-U6, but the 59 end of
SS-U6 was removed during the formation of RNA Y.
This is analogous to the cleavage of the 59 exon during
authentic splicing, and indicates a parallel between splicing
and RNA Y formation. In addition, the presence or
absence of a mono- or triphosphate group at the 59 end
of SS-U6 did not alter the efficiency of RNA Y formation
(data not shown), indicating that 59-labeled SS-U6 was
able to form RNA Y. This result also proved that the
59 phosphate of SS-U6 cannot be the site of linkage in
RNA Y.

To confirm and extend the above data, we added 17 extra
nucleotides to the 59 end of SS and tested the ability of this
SS-U6 construct in RNA Y formation. The added nucleo-
tides did not block the formation of RNA Y, although they
reduced the efficiency of the reaction (Fig. 5D, cf. lanes
1 and 2). Importantly, although this SS-U6 construct
migrated slower than the original SS-U6 on PAGE (Fig. 5D,

FIGURE 5. Determining the RNA sequences present in RNA Y. (A) 59 or 39 end-labeled Br in RNA Y formation. Positions of RNA Y and
unreacted Br are shown to the right. (B) 59 or 39 end-labeled SS-U6 in RNA Y formation; bracket indicates the position of the gel piece that was
cut to analyze for the presence of RNA Y. Position of RNA Y is shown to the right. (C) Relabeling of the RNAs eluted from the region marked by
bracket in (B). Position of RNA Y is shown to the right. The SS-U6 used is shown above each lane. Arrows point to unreacted 59-labeled SS-U6
that was co-purified with the unlabeled sample. (D) RNA Y formation with SS-U6 containing a 17-nt extension. Position of wild type (wt) SS-U6
and the SS-U6 containing a 17-nt extension at the 59 end are shown to the right. Position of RNA Y formed is shown to the left.
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lanes 3 and 4), the RNA Y formed had identical mobility
to RNA Y formed with wt SS-U6, consistent with the
removal of the 59 end nucleotides of SS during RNA Y
formation.

We next investigated the site of linkage between Br and
SS-U6 in RNA Y on Br. Since the formation of the covalent
bond between Br and SS-U6 is coupled to the removal of
the 59 end of SS-U6, it is possible that the 59 end of SS-U6
was removed through a transesterification reaction that
joins either the 39 or 59 end of Br, or a functional group on
one of the internal nucleotides of Br, to the rest of the SS-
U6. This would result in the formation of a linear species (if
the 59 or 39 end of Br is linked to the rest of SS-U6) or a Y-
shaped RNA (if an internal functional group on Br is linked
to SS-U6). To differentiate between these two possibilities,
we purified RNA Y made with a 59 or 39-labeled Br mutant
that had a G substitution at position 11 (Br-11G). Br-11G
showed the same reaction profile as the wild-type Br in
terms of its ionic and U6 sequence requirements (data not
shown). Next we subjected the purified RNA Y to complete
RNase T1 digestion. The complete T1 digestion of RNA Y
made with 39-labeled Br-11G resulted in the release of a
labeled fragment corresponding to nucleotides 12–14 of Br,
which showed identical mobility to the fragment released
from the unreacted 39Br-11G (Fig. 6A, cf. lanes 1 and 3; see
also Fig. 6, top diagram). This result indicated that the

linkage between Br and SS-U6 did not involve the last three
nucleotides of Br.

To determine if nucleotides at the 59 end of Br were
involved in the linkage, we subjected RNA Y made with 59-
labeled Br-11G to complete RNase T1 digestion. The results
showed that the first 8 nt at the 59 end of Br were released
from RNA Y and had identical mobility to the 8-nt
fragment released from unreacted Br (Fig. 6B, lanes 3 and
4; see also Fig. 6, top diagram). Since a linkage between SS-
U6 and the first 8 nt of Br would have resulted in either a
retardation in gel mobility or, in the case of a fragment of
SS-U6 ending in a G being attached to the 59 end of Br, the
removal of the radioactive label at the 59 end of Br, the
above results indicate that the first 8 nt of Br were free and
not involved in the linkage to SS-U6. Confirming the above
results, we were able to radiolabel RNA Y after purification
at either 59 or 39 ends of Br, indicating that the hydroxyl
groups at the 59 and 39 ends of Br were not involved in the
formation of the linkage (data not shown). In addition, the
presence or absence of a mono- or triphosphate group at
the 59 end of Br, or a 29–39 cyclic end, did not interfere with
RNA Y formation (data not shown), suggesting that the
identities of the functional groups at the ends of Br are not
important in the reaction. Taken together, the above results
prove that an internal functional group located between
nucleotides 9 and 11 of Br, perhaps on the putative bulged

FIGURE 6. Defining the sites of linkage in Br and SS in RNA Y. (A) Complete RNase T1 digestion of RNA Y made with 39-labeled Br. Locations
of 39Br, RNA Y, and the nucleotides 12–14 fragment resulting from complete T1 digestion are shown to the right. (B) Complete RNase T1
digestion of RNA Y made with 59-labeled Br. Positions of RNA Y, 59Br, and the nucleotides 1–8 fragment resulting from T1 digestion are shown
to the right (min, minutes of RNase T1 digestion). The identity of the RNA species is shown on top. Top diagram depicts the result of the complete
RNA digestions. Arrowheads point to the sites of T1 digestion. Fragments released after complete T1 digestion are highlighted in gray. (C) RNase
H digestion of 59-labeled SS-U6 (left panel) and RNA Y (right panel) with a DNA oligo complementary to the first 18 nt of SS (T1, partial RNase
T1 digestion; alk, partial alkali hydrolysis ladder). Positions of fragments released by RNase T1 are shown to the left. Positions of RNA Y and 59Br
are shown to the right. Fragments released by RNase H treatment are marked by arrows (min, minutes of RNase H digestion). The bottom diagram
illustrates the outcome of RNase H digestion of RNA Y. The DNA oligonucleotide is shown in gray. The arrows indicate the 7 most downstream
sites of RNase H digestion (see text). The location of the DNA oligo, SS-U6, U2 and Br is shown. The asterisk marks the location of the radioactive
label. The dotted arrow shows the likely site of the linkage between the two molecules.
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A at position 9, is the site of linkage with SS-U6. RNA Y is
thus indeed a branched, Y-shaped molecule.

To determine the location of the linkage in SS-U6, we
subjected purified RNA Y made with 59-labeled Br to
RNase H digestion using a DNA oligonucleotide comple-
mentary to nucleotides 1–18 of SS. If the site of linkage to
Br was located in the region targeted by this oligonucleotide,
incomplete base pairing of the oligonucleotide to SS and
thus incomplete RNase H digestion would likely occur (see
Fig. 6, bottom diagram). The result of RNase H reactions
with this oligonucleotide is shown in Figure 6C. Release of
a number of radiolabeled fragments moving slightly above
Br (Fig. 6C, right panel, lanes 2 and 3) was detected,
indicating that the site of linkage to Br is located 59 to the
area digested during the RNase H reaction. The presence of
at least seven fragments resulting from incomplete RNase H
digestion indicates that the site of linkage is at least seven
nucleotides upstream of the 39 boundary of RNase H
digestion, that is, 7 nt upstream of nucleotide 18 in SS
(see Fig. 6, bottom diagram). Not only do these results
confirm that the 39 end of SS-U6 is free and not involved in
the formation of the linkage to Br, they also map the site of
linkage between the two RNAs to the first 12 nt of the SS
region. We attempted to further pinpoint the location of
the junction between Br and SS-U6 by RT-PCR (Vogel
et al. 1997). Although low yield and other technical diffi-
culties prevented us from determining the precise location
of the junction using this approach, these experiments
nonetheless confirmed the existence in RNA Y of a covalent
linkage between the Br and SS-U6 (data not shown). Taken
together, the above data indicate that RNA Y is a Y-shaped
molecule with an internal functional group in Br forming a
covalent linkage to one of the first 12 nt of SS-U6 (Fig. 7).
This results in loss of several nucleotides from the 59 end of
SS and formation of a branched RNA species. RNA Y thus
resembles the lariat RNA that results from the first step of
pre-mRNA splicing.

DISCUSSION

We have investigated further the catalytic activity of
spliceosomal snRNAs and have shown that they indeed
have the capability to perform a reaction between two
RNAs that resemble the 59 splice site and branch site of
introns. Our data indicate that, similar to authentic
splicing, the reaction performed by the in vitro-assembled
U6/U2 complex is dependent on the invariant domains of
U6 and the presence of Mg2+ in the buffer. Importantly, the
59 end of the SS substrate is removed, similar to the release
of the 59 exon during the first step of splicing. The removal
of this exon-like fragment occurs concomitantly with the
joining of Br and SS together, forming a Y-shaped RNA
that resembles the lariat introns forming after the first step
of splicing (Fig. 7). These results provide new evidence for
the catalytic potential of spliceosomal RNAs to perform the

first step of splicing and strengthen the possibility of RNA
catalysis in the spliceosome.

Protein-free catalysis by spliceosomal snRNAs

The similarities between the first step of splicing and RNA
Y formation are remarkable. However, an important
question is whether RNA Y formation is identical to the
first step of splicing in terms of chemistry; that is, whether
it is a transesterification between the 29OH group of an
internal adenosine in Br and an internal phosphate in SS,
leading to the formation of a 29–59 phosphodiester linkage.
Such a scenario is consistent with all our data, and also
explains the release of the exon-like RNA fragment during
the reaction. While it is conceivable that reactions involving
nucleobases, or a nucleobase and a 29OH, might result in
the release of an exon-like fragment and formation of a
linkage between Br and SS in RNA Y, such reactions are
unusual compared to the more common RNA-catalyzed
reactions between 29OH and phosphates (Shabarova and
Bogdanov 1994). In addition, if the linkage between Br and
SS was mediated via a nucleobase, then incubation of RNA
Y in acidic pHs should have led to separation of Br and SS
due to hydrolysis of the acid-labile glycosidic bond of the
nucleobase(s) involved in the linkage, which would likely
have been enhanced by the presence of the added covalent
bond on the nucleobase, and this was not observed.

Performing a thorough analysis of the chemistry of the
reaction, similar to what was originally done for the
authentic splicing reaction (Padgett et al. 1984; Konarska

FIGURE 7. RNA Y. Locations of Br, SS-U6, U2, U6 intramolecular
stem–loop, and U6/U2 helix II are shown. Gray areas mark the
regions that contain the site of linkage between Br and SS. Arrow
indicates the direction of the nucleophilic reaction between putative
reacting nucleotides involved in RNA Y formation.
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et al. 1985), was hindered by the low efficiency of the reac-
tion, which prevented us from obtaining sufficient amounts
of pure RNA Y. Similarly, our attempt at pinpointing the
site of reaction in Br by using a Br species containing a
deoxy substitution at the putative branch site, A9, was not
successful. This deoxy substitution did not completely
abolish RNA Y formation (data not shown), which can
be due to the activation of one of the neighboring residues
as the reactive nucleotide when the original reactive group,
29OH of A9, is absent. Thus, this result does not rule out
the participation of 29OH of A9 in formation of the
chemical linkage in RNA Y. Further analysis of the small
amount of RNA Y formed with the deoxy-containing Br
was not possible due to the low yield of the reaction. Al-
though these technical issues prevented us from determin-
ing the chemistry of RNA Y unambiguously, the reaction
nonetheless bears significant similarity with the first step of
splicing.

The role of invariant domains of U6
in RNA Y formation

A number of hairpin ribozymes contain an identical
ACAGAGA box. It has been shown that, while the first 4 nt
form canonical base pairs with the substrate close to the
cleavage site, the last 2 nt are highly conserved and play an
important role not only in sculpting the active site of this
ribozyme but also in catalysis (Anderson et al. 1994; Burke
et al. 1996; Rupert and Ferre-D’Amare 2001). Additionally,
in the crystal structure of the hairpin ribozyme, the last G
of this sequence is involved in hydrogen bonding to both
the pro-Rp oxygen of the scissile phosphate and the 29OH
nucleophile (Rupert and Ferre-D’Amare 2001). Since the
last G of ACAGAGA in spliceosomal U6 is located across
the duplex from the 59 splice site, it is tantalizing to spec-
ulate that this G (which is extremely sensitive to mutation
in RNA Y formation) plays a similarly critical role in the
activation of the nucleophile or stabilization of the devel-
oping negative charge on the scissile phosphate. Interest-
ingly, the last nucleotides of this motif are also conserved in
U6atac, the U6 counterpart in the minor, atac spliceosome,
which has a GGAGAGA motif instead of the ACAGAGA
(Patel and Steitz 2003). Similar to the case in the major
spliceosome, the 59 half of this motif is involved in base
pairing to the substrate (Incorvaia and Padgett 1998; Patel
and Steitz 2003), and it is conceivable that the 39 half of this
conserved domain might be playing a role in catalysis.

Positioning of the 59 splice site substrate by U6/U2

Multiple factors contribute to proper positioning of the
59SS in the spliceosome. Canonical and noncanonical base-
pairing interactions between the ACAGAGA domain of U6
and the conserved G at position +1 and the GU dinucle-

otide at positions +5 and +6 of introns (Kandels-Lewis and
Seraphin 1993; Lesser and Guthrie 1993; Hwang and Cohen
1996; Luukkonen and Seraphin 1998) play significant roles.
Indeed it is likely that the whole intronic section of the 59

splice site region is in close contact with the ACAGAGA
domain. These interactions are further bolstered by inter-
action between U5 and the nucleotides at the end of the 59

exon, and the RNA–protein interactions that help position
the 59 splice site at the catalytic active site of the spliceo-
some (Nilsen 1998).

The stabilizing function of U5 and spliceosomal proteins,
which are of course absent in our minimal U6/U2 system,
was partially compensated for by the covalent attachment
of the 59 splice site sequence to the 59 end of U6 via a
hairpin loop. This was designed to orient the 59SS toward
the ACAGAGA to facilitate the interaction between the
ACAGAGA and 59SS. To ensure further that the intronic
part of the 59SS was positioned close to the ACAGAGA,
we increased the base-pairing potential between the two
by making mutations in the less-conserved positions +3
and +4 of the 59SS from AA to CU, thus creating a 5-nt
base-pairing potential between ACAGAGA and 59 SS. Inter-
estingly, in the atac spliceosome, U6 atac forms a 5-nt base-
pairing interaction with the 59 splice site (Incorvaia and
Padgett 1998; Patel and Steitz 2003). Thus, more extensive
base-pairing interactions do not interfere with the posi-
tioning of the 59 splice site for catalysis in the spliceosome.

Magnesium-dependent catalysis by U6/U2

Divalent cations play diverse catalytic and structural roles
in the active site of a number of larger ribozymes that
catalyze splicing reactions (Lehmann and Schmidt 2003;
Stahley and Strobel 2006), and it is likely that inner-sphere
Mg2+ coordination at the 59 and 39 splice sites plays a
similar role in the catalytic strategy of the spliceosome by
stabilizing the developing negative charge on the leaving
oxyanion (Sontheimer et al. 1997; Gordon et al. 2000).
RNA Y formation is also strictly Mg2+-dependent, and
substitution studies with cobalt hexamine suggest that at
least one inner-sphere–coordinated Mg2+ is required for
the reaction. It is likely that Mg2+ performs the same
function in RNA Y formation as in the authentic spliceo-
some; however, a structural requirement for an inner-
sphere Mg requirement cannot be ruled out. Recent data
suggest that a functionally important Mg2+ coordination by
the intramolecular stem–loop of U6 might have a structural
rather than a catalytic role (Yean et al. 2000; Huppler et al.
2002; Rhode et al. 2006).

RNA-based catalysis in the spliceosome

We have provided evidence that a reaction very similar if
not identical to the first splicing step can be performed by
protein-free spliceosomal RNAs, providing further evidence
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for the hypothesis that pre-mRNA splicing occurs by RNA-
based catalysis. The fragments of U6 and U2 used in RNA Y
formation are both structurally and functionally closely
analogous to the catalytically essential domain V and
domain VI of group II introns (Valadkhan and Manley
2002; Lehmann and Schmidt 2003). However, group II
introns contain additional domains which help the assem-
bly of the active site and the positioning of the substrates.
The RNA and protein factors that are thought to play the
same role in the spliceosome are absent in our minimal
system, which provides at least a partial explanation for the
low yield of the reaction. The absence of these supporting
elements can result in a high degree of structural flexibility,
misfolding, or incorrect substrate positioning in the in
vitro-assembled U6/U2 complex and the minimal splicing
substrates used in RNA Y formation, as has been observed
for other ribozymes (e.g., Fedorova et al. 2003; Penedo
et al. 2004). Comparison of the known structural features
of the spliceosome and the minimal U6/U2 system (Madhani
and Guthrie 1994; Valadkhan and Manley 2000; data not
shown) indicates that misfolding of a functionally crucial
part of the molecule, rather than global misfolding, is
likely to be the underlying basis for the low yield of the
reaction.

An important remaining question is whether these same
RNAs can catalyze a reaction resembling the second step of
splicing, or if there is direct participation of protein fac-
tors in second step catalysis. In vivo, almost all RNAs,
including natural ribozymes, exist as ribonucleoprotein
complexes. However, in the case of previously studied
larger natural ribozymes, the association with proteins
does not seem to change the catalytic strategy used by
these RNAs; the reactions remain RNA-catalyzed even in
the context of a ribonucleoprotein complex, with proteins
playing supportive, and not catalytic, roles (Hsieh et al.
2004). Whether the spliceosomal RNAs similarly remain
the sole catalyst in the activated spliceosome remains to be
established.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preparation of RNA constructs

U2 and U6 snRNA fragments, the SS-U6 construct, and all mutant
constructs were made by in vitro transcription of PCR-generated
templates, as described (Valadkhan and Manley 2000). The U2
construct contained nucleotides 1–44 of human U2 snRNA with
the following modifications: three point mutations were induced
to improve base pairing to U6 (U2A, U9A, and U41G), and two G
residues were added at the 59 end to improve base pairing to U6
and transcription efficiency. A short RNA sequence containing the
human 59 splice site consensus (the less conserved nucleotides +3
and +4 were changed to CU to improve the base-pairing potential
to U6) was covalently linked to the 59 end of U6 via a UUCG
hairpin (Fig. 1). SS and Br oligos were made both by chemical

synthesis (Dharmacon Biotech and Invitrogen) and by in vitro
transcription as described (Valadkhan and Manley 2001). Br
substrates used in RNA Y formation reactions had the following
sequences: CUUUACUGACACUU (wt), CUUUACUGACGCUU
(Br, A11G), CUUUACUGACACUUC (Br+C15), GGCCUGGGU
UUUCUUUACUGACACUU (Br+12), UACUGACACUU (Br del
1–3), and GGCCGUUCGCGGCCGGCCUGGGUUUUCUUUAC
UGACACUUA (Br+26). 39 and 59 end-labeling reactions were
performed as previously described (Valadkhan and Manley 2000).

RNA Y formation reactions

The assembly and folding of the U6/U2 complex were done as
described for RNA X formation reactions (Valadkhan and Manley
2003), using SS-U6 instead of U6, followed by the addition of
59- or 39-labeled Br (50–100 nM final concentration). Reaction
mixtures were incubated at room temperature for 24 h followed
by loading onto 12%–20% denaturing PAGE. Purified RNA Y was
tested for resistance to denaturation as described (Valadkhan and
Manley 2001). Reactions with repurified, unreacted SS-U6, U2,
and Br were set up as described (Valadkhan and Manley 2003).
To investigate the binding of Br to the branch-binding domain
of U2, an oligo that was complementary to either Br nucleotides
3–14 or U2 nucleotides 29–38 was added to the reaction mixture
at 0.5 mM final concentration. To determine the observed rate of
the reaction, time points were taken every hour for 24 h, and the
amount of RNA Y formed and Br precursor in each sample was
quantitated using ImageQuant. The amount of RNA Y was
normalized to the amount of Br in each sample, and the resulting
values were fit to an exponential curve.

SS-U6 mutants were made by PCR using oligos that contained
the desired mutation, followed by in vitro transcription. All RNAs
were tested for quality by end labeling and RNase T1 digestion to
ensure the presence of a homogeneous RNA population. Mutant
RNAs were used in RNA Y formation reactions as detailed above.
Each reaction was repeated at least three times, and the amount of
RNA Y formed was normalized to the amount of input Br. The
average of three independent experiments was graphed, with two
standard deviations as error bars.

Reactions with end-labeled SS-U6

To separate RNA Y from the 500-fold excess of unreacted SS-U6
precursor, which migrates very close to the formed RNA Y on
PAGE, the region of the gel that contained RNA Y was excised and
the RNA contained within the gel piece was eluted and pre-
cipitated. A DNA oligo complementary to Br was annealed to the
eluate, and the mixture was loaded onto PAGE containing 2 M
urea. The binding of the complementary oligo to RNA Y resulted
in a gel shift that separated RNA Y from the excess SS-U6
precursor. The shifted band was eluted from the gel, and the gel
shift procedure was repeated to completely separate the unreacted
precursor from RNA Y. Purity of the resulting RNA Y was tested
by relabeling and limited RNase T1 digestion.

RNase digestion reactions

Limited RNase T1 digestion reactions on purified, end-labeled
RNA Y were performed as previously described (Valadkhan and
Manley 2000). For complete RNase T1 reactions, the conditions
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were similar to the limited reactions except that 10- to 50-fold
more RNase was added and the reactions were incubated for
10 min at 50°C.

RNase H reactions

Purified RNA Y that contained a radioactive label at the 59 end
of Br was annealed to a DNA oligo that was complementary to
nucleotides 1–18 of SS at 5 mM final oligonucleotide concentra-
tion. The annealing reaction was performed in 50 mM Tris,
pH 7.2, and 40 mM MgCl2 by heating to 75°C and slow cooling to
30°C. RNase H reactions were performed in a buffer that
contained 50 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 10 mM MgCl2, 100 mM KCl,
0.5 mM EDTA, 0.5 mM DTT, and 1 U of RNase H (USB). The
reactions were incubated at 37°C for 10–30 min followed by
analysis on a 16% denaturing PAGE.
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